Let X be a HCP n which admits a nontrivial smooth S 1 action. Petrie defined and studied a set functions c^(m) which are important in the study of local representations. In this paper, we extended Petrie's result to locally smooth torus group actions on integral cohomology complex projective spaces.
Introduction* Let X be a closed smooth manifold homotopically equivalent to CP n which admits a nontrivial smooth S 1 action. An interesting problem is to study the structure of the representations of S 1 on the normal fibers to the various components of the fixed point set. Let the fixed point set X s1 consist of k connected components X i9 ί ~ 1, 2, , k. Let ΎJ be the equivariant Hopf bundle [3] . Choose x t eXi and define k integers a t by y\ Xi (t) = t a *. Then Petrie [3] proved the following. Although so far the actions are smooth, it is not difficult to see that the numbers α* can be defined in the same way for an S 1 action on an integral cohomology complex projective space and the numbers Xij are defined if the action is locally smooth [1] . It turns out that these results are also true for locally smooth S 1 actions on integral cohomology complex projective spaces. The main purpose of this paper is to extend these results to the category of locally smooth torus actions on integral cohomology complex projective spaces such that the fixed point sets do not necessarily consist of isolated points.
KAI WANG
Our approach is different from [3] and is more elementary in the sense that we do not need equivariant K-theoτy and the Atiyah Singer Index Theorem. This paper is organized as follows. In §1, we study the torus actions on principal S^-bunles in a very general setting and prove an extension of Theorem 0.1. In §2, we study the upper bound of the dimensions of certain invariant subspace. §3, we study the functions δ^H) and prove an extension of Theorem 0.2. !• Torus actions on principal S 1 bundles* Let X be a paracompact space which supports a left T s action. 
For the rest of this section, we will always assume that the lifting is normalized at x 0 and X Q (t) - Let peπ~\X 3 ).
Proof. If the k + 1 characters are not distinct, we may assume without loss of generality that X t = X o . By Lemma 1.3, we have X Q U XiCzπ (P τs Let X be a closed topological manifold of dimension 2n which is also a rational cohomology complex projective space and which admits a G action. Write the fixed point set X σ = X o U U X k as a disjoint union of its components. By a theorem of Bredon [1, p. 378] , each X d is a rational cohomology complex projective space and the inclusion X d -> X induces isomorphisms j*:
Let Fclbe an oriented invariant submanifold and let C = {i I Xi c Y). In this section, we will study the dimension of Y under the assumption that Y G = \J %eC X% where Gφ 0. We would like to point out that the most interesting case is that Y is a component of the fixed point set of a subgroup of G. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, H*(Y β , Q)[t-ι ]{H*(X Gf Q)[t~1}, respectively) is isomorphic to H*(Yg, Q)[t-%H*{X G , Q)[t-% respectively).
Since 
The functions δt(H).
Let G be a compact Lie Groups and let V be a enclidian space on which H operates orthogenally. We say that a G action on a paracompact space X is locally smooth if for each orbit Y of type G/H there is a linear tube
, φ is an equivariant embedding onto an open neighborhood of Y in X. Note that X must be a topological manifold and the components of the fixed point set are topological submanif olds. If x is a fixed point, then the action in a neighborhood of x is equivalent to an orthogonal action. See [1] for details. Let X be a closed integral cohomology complex projective space of dimension 2w -2 and let X admit a locally smooth T s action. Then X is the orbit space of a free S 1 action on a closed integral cohomology sphere X and the T s action on X lifts to a T s action on Σ which commutes with the free S 1 action. Let η be the equivariant complex line bundle over X associated to a fixed lifting. Then η is the equivariant Hopf bundle defined in [4] . Let the fixed point set
be the disjoint union its components X t . Each X t is a closed integral cohomology complex projective space of dimension 2n i -2 and ΣίUWί -n. Choose α^eX^ Define k + 1 characters X* as in §1. Since Σ is an integral cohomology sphere, Σ ΓS is connected. By Theorem 1.4, the k + 1 characters X* are distinct. For each i, let Pi(t) -Σi^Γ^iiW be the representation in the normal fiber at x { to X z .
The following definition is essentially due to Petrie We also include the following properties for future application. 
